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‘Middle East and Europe’
Theme for 2016 Spring Conference

'Middle East Conflicts, Impact on Europe and Prospects for
Peace' was the urgently relevant theme of UfP 2016 Spring
Conference on March 5 at Wesley's Chapel, London, attended by
seventy people. It followed the Annual General Meeting which
received reports from Chair, Treasurer, Co-ordinator and Churches
& Inter-Faith Secretary, and deemed 2015-6 activities generally
successful. Opening the event, UfP Chair Vijay Mehta said the
world situation was very serious, with major power interventions
in Middle East, terrorism and fragmentation of states threatening
wider war: "We need to show there is another way."
Humphrey Hawksley, BBC Foreign Affairs Correspondent and
author of 'The Third World War', said Syria's major drought of
2006-11 (perhaps caused by climate change) destroyed 20% of its
farmland, droving millions to its cities: this severe social
dislocation and state repression of protest caused the civil war.
Rising food prices post-2009 were major driver for the Arab Spring
rather than democratic aspirations alone. The West had
encouraged the Syrian revolt but did not follow up. Experience
taught dramatic improvements did not "inevitably follow the
overthrow of dictators"; rather the international community
needed "to work with dictators" for peaceful change. In a wideranging survey, Wajid Shamsul Hasan, former Pakistan
Ambassador in UK, described Middle East as 'critical' for world
politics since 1918, with USA dominant post-1945 pursuing Israelcentred policies. Russia's recent move into the region "ended Pax
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Americana", and Russia was now main power-broker in the Middle
East "cauldron of the powers". He claimed USA's Afghan War had
"put 1.2 billion Muslims against the West", while Syrian migration
to the West was currently arousing Islamophobia. Iraq's
disintegration was a key factor in ISIS' rise and regional instability:
ISIS now had a foothold in Pakistan, especially attracting young
educated elements, but Pakistan's government was "not taking
ISIS' threat seriously." Fifteen years after 9/11 and 'War on
Terror', terrorism was now a global phenomenon.
Philip Marfleet, Professor of Migration Studies, University of East
London, on 'Europe and the Migration Crisis', set current Middle
East migration in historical context: "post-1918 divisision of the
Ottoman Empire is root of many of today's problems, as post-1918
Middle East states were very fragile." Europe experienced mass
migration post-1945 from poor South to richer North, and post1989 from ex-Communist East to the West. Global neo-liberalism
post-1980 had greatly damaged Global South societies with
dispossession and impoverishment, while failed states in Horn of
Africa and Central Africa, the Arab Spring, and the West's Middle
East wars, had all boosted forces pushing mass migration.
"Western governments deny their policies have caused this
destabilisation", but there was now "an unstoppable systemic
global migration crisis." Dr. Halla Diyab, Syrian author and TV.
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Campaigning for a Europe for Peace
championing democracy and rule of law,
especially in the ex-Communist states.
However EU is not without problems. Its
pursuit of the neoliberal austerity agenda, a
de facto alliance with NATO influencing its
military agenda notably inciting tensions
with Russia, arms sales to unstable states
and encouraging wars beyond EU borders,
all contradict its founding peace values and
purposes, threatening the wellbeing of all
Europeans. Failure to achieve a common
humanitarian response to the migration crisis, and need to tackle
the 'democratic deficit' and give EU citizens a stronger stake in the
'European project', must also be resolved. Brexit would not solve
any of these issues. Both neoliberal and military agendas are
deeply entrenched in UK politics: there is no reason to think such
would change upon leaving, which could even make it easier for a
UK government to engage in war, not having to consult EU states.
Further, EU's peacebuilding mechanisms are now observed in
some other regions of the world: Brexit could well damage them.
For the sake of peace, it is vital UK stays at the EU table, playing
a truly peacemaking role and helping bring EU back to its original
peace vision.
The climax of our Europe for Peace campaign is the June 15 event
on Rebuilding Europe's Future – UK In or Out at Hilton
London Euston from 6.30pm, with expert across-the-spectrum
speakers. Please join us then!
[article written before the Referendum]

On June 23 Britain decides whether its
future lies within or outside the European
Union – the biggest political decision since
the 1975 pro-Europe vote. While for both
Remain and Leave campaigns, the
economy, immigration and sovereignty
have been the key issues, Uniting for
Peace's Europe for Peace – Count Me In
campaign has promoted into the public
debate peace perspectives otherwise
neglected. Major London events on 'Britain
In/ Out of Europe – What is Best for Peace?' and 'Middle East
Conflicts, Impact on Europe and Prospects for World Peace',
events elsewhere, seminars, dedicated website, social media,
video and animation promotion, circulation of a special booklet all have taken our campaign forward boosting public awareness of
key peace issues.
While the Peace Movement is not united on whether UK should
stay in or leave EU, Europe for Peace believes the EU is vital to
maintain peace in Europe and beyond. Its founding intention [then
as European Economic Community] was to co-operate and share
resources so Europe could avoid war and prosper again after the
Second World War. It has maintained peace on the European
continent for the last 70 years – longest peace era in its history.
The resulting benefits are evident to EU citizens who have enjoyed
prosperity through greater economic co-operation with free flow
of goods, services, capital and people across borders, within the
world's biggest trading bloc. EU is also instrumental in
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presenter, said Baathist rule post-1970 had made Syria a modern
state with roads, schools and hospitals, and a power in the Arab
world – but as a one-party police state. The 2011 Syrian uprising
began with young people's aspirations for political reform, but
became sectarian civil war between Alawites and Sunnis,
worsened by Western policy of arming rebels deemed "moderate
freedom fighters". All this had led to "regional military explosion"
with many factions empowered by Western and regional arms
aiming to overthrow President Assad, but creating chaos and
huge suffering rather than achieving a solution. "Almost half the
country's people are either refugees or internally displaced";
220,000 had died. The West had repeated its mistakes in Libya,
Iraq and 'most blatantly' Afghanistan – arming 'non-Islamist
factions' which become terrorist groups with Western weapons –
and was much impacted: seven hundred UK citizens had gone to
fight for ISIS. Stopping the arms race to Syria was essential for
peace. Syria, further torn by proxy war between Sunni Saudi
Arabia and Shia Iran, was "a whirlpool of competing factions". War
against ISIS should not detract from bringing peace to Syria: the
latter would promote sustainable solution to the rise of jihadism.
Mohsin Abbas, film-maker and media journalist, said mass
media gave a 'very unbalanced' view of Islam and Middle East
issues: "ethical and moral issues have gone from media reporting
of Syria." Under pressure from corporate agendas, journalism had
shifted from evidence-based research to emphasis on opinion, a
dangerous development because the masses, mostly undereducated on the issues, "are vulnerable to media manipulation".
Media showed the symptoms, "not the context nor solutions", on
Middle East and other key issues. For the health of democracy,
"honesty, integrity and truth" had to be restored in the media.
Analysing "Peace in the Middle East: Dream or Reality", UfP Chair
Vijay Mehta warned against partition of Syria, Iraq and Libya as
recipe for continuing Middle East wars. Oil power rivalries were a
neglected factor in current conflicts. The international community
had failed to tackle ongoing obstacles to Middle East peace, from
Israel/Palestine problem to loss of hope by the region's youth, in
angry resentment attracted by extremism. Yet European Union
policies and structures achieving 'positive peace' in Europe for
seventy years, successfully followed by the African Union, could
serve as a model for peace-building in Middle East. Bodies like
Organisation of Islamic Co-operation [OIC] and Gulf Co-operation
Council [GCC], could help build an 'Arab Peace', but such required
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deeper unity of Arab nations, and involvement of Israel and Iran.
All-party peace talks [including ISIS and al-Nusra Front], building
mutual trust, disarmament measures and equitable sharing of
scarce resources such as water, were essentials for a lasting
Middle East peace. Europe could best contribute by decisively
rejecting its culture of militarism, instead "disarming our
conscience, hearts and minds, dismantling our weapons, ending
militarism and war and implementing international law."
Probing 'Central and East European Responses to the Migration
Crisis', Rev. Brian Cooper, UfP Churches & Inter-Faith Secretary,
said lack of united response to the migration challenge was "the
EU'S greatest crisis since its foundation". Initial compassion had
given way to disunity, hostility and closing of borders by some
member states. Such was especially so for ex-Communist
countries of Central and Eastern Europe, which, led by Hungary
and Poland, had refused to accept EU quotas of refugees and
explicitly rejected receiving Muslim ones. These states had keenly
joined EU for material help and to boost democracy, but outside
pro-Western elites were unenthusiastic about EU's secular human
rights agenda, the popular preference being traditional Catholic
moral values and strong nationalism affirming Christian heritage
after decades of Communism. Western Europe predominantly saw
the EU as an Enlightenment project, but Central and Eastern
Europe viewed it as a revival of Christendom: "European identity
is rooted in Christianity"[Viktor Urban, Hungarian prime minister.
So compassionate welcome to the needy stranger, properly
expressing core Christian values, had been sidelined for
'Christianity as heritage'. Migration had revealed a deep East-West
fissure within EU – also encouraging some Western states eg.
Denmark, in strict anti-migrant policies – while Greece had been
welcoming and compassionate.
The lively Open Forum highlighted key issues including: ways of
creating positive change; Middle East divisions distracting
attention from Israeli oppression of Palestinians; Syria as first
country to welcome Palestinian refugees; urgent need for more
objective information on Syria; rising China's independent global
role needed careful assessment. Vijay Mehta closed the event by
thanking all speakers and urging negotiation, not war, as only way
to create lasting solutions to global problems.
Report by Brian Cooper & Brian Frost
[see UfP website for full speeches]
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Religion and Conflict in Syria – Edinburgh Event
'Religion and Middle East Conflict: Inter-Faith Reflections on ISIS,
Shia-Sunni Divisions and the Refugee Crisis' was the timely theme
of the Uniting for Peace Edinburgh Spring 2016 event, coarranged with Annandale Street Mosque and held at its
community centre on April 9 with some 70 people attending.
Mosque official Mr. Mohammed Aslam, welcoming all present,
stressed the gravity of the global situation and need for all faiths
to work together to promote peace. The event continued the
analysis begun at the December 5 meeting.

and many Muslim scholars and authorities insisted ISIS did not
and could not represent "authentic Islam": the 'majority of
scholars' were clear that ISIS did not follow classical Muslim
traditions. "ISIS says all unbelievers – whether civilian or
combatant – should be killed all over the world by all Muslims",
but the classical normative legal tradition of Islam utterly rejected
that, making a clear distinction between combatant and noncombatant. However, because Islamic law had not evolved
adequately to deal with problems of the modern world, ISIS
claimed it was a version of Islam which did so – even if in practice
such a claim made no sense as its actions were utterly mediaeval.
To accept ISIS as 'Islamic' was to accept the notion of 'Islamic
terrorism', posing a fundamental problem with the very nature of
Islam. In reality, ISIS used the Muslim religion for its own power
and propaganda purposes, and the Middle East conflicts were not
primarily driven by religion, but by political, economic and social
factors.

Setting ISIS' role in the context of SunniShia power and faith rivalries across the
Middle East, Dr. Thomas Pierret,
Lecturer in Contemporary Islam, Edinburgh
University, said ISIS claimed to be fighting
"for the self-defence of Sunni Muslims
against the Shia hegemony of Iran and its
allies including Hezbollah and the Assad
regime in Syria" ; by contrast these Shia
forces saw themselves under threat from
Dr. Thomas Pierret
Sunni powers led by Saudi Arabia. These
claims were only partly true: in Iraq, ISIS both exploited
legitimate Sunni grievances and had carried out deliberate
provocations against Shia, targetting their mosques and holy
shrines, to gain control of the Sunni 25% of the population. ISIS
in Iraq had developed out of Al-Qaeda in that country, but its
sectarian civil war had brought great suffering upon the Sunni
community, alienating many. ISIS had proved resurgent in Iraq
because of pro-Shia government policies. Syria, with an
overwhelmingly Sunni population, was a very different situation
for ISIS, which had used the chaos of the civil war and anti-Assad
resistance to build up its strength, and Iran's material support of
Assad to justify its claims to be defending Syria's Sunnis against
Shia intervention.

Rev. Brian Cooper, UfP Churches & Inter-Faith Secretary,
reported key facts and insights from the March 5 London
conference, and discussed 'what is different?' since December 5
event. "Many Muslim institutions and authorities have condemned
ISIS as contrary to Islam – but this has not stopped the flow of
recruits from Western Europe and elsewhere." The physical area
of the ISIS 'Caliphate' had shrunk following attacks by the Iraqi
army and Syrian regime army backed by the Russian airforce; ISIS
had responded with terrorist atrocities in Ankara, Brussels, Lahore
and elsewhere, and growth in Libya and Afghanistan. It had
become a truly global menace. ISIS' deliberate destruction of
churches, monasteries and ancient sites signalled the worsening
situation of Christians across Middle East, eg. "in Syria, two-thirds
of the Christian population have left; over a million have fled Iraq
since 2003." Russia, itself facing Islamist insurgency in the
Caucasus, had emerged as a major power-broker for Syria's
future. Hopefully, the end of Syria's suffering could be in sight with
the partial truce, peace talks in Geneva and the main focus now
on destroying ISIS. Rev. Cooper wanted to see leaders of all major
faiths across the world unite in a common declaration against
terrorism, war and all violence, urging global peace. [He also
discussed Europe's response to the migration crisis – see report on
March 5 conference]. The lively Open Forum ranged over ISIS as
response to Western interventions, dangers of arms race to the
various factions in Syria, US-Russian differences over which
groups there were terrorists, and need to re-assert Islam as a
religion of peace.
Report by Rev. Brian Cooper

Aurangzeb Haneef, Research Scholar at Alwaleed Centre for
Study of Islam Edinburgh University and former Lecturer in Study
of Islam, Lahore University, discussed ISIS' claim to Muslims
globally to be "the flag-bearers of true Islam". To justify this claim,
it deployed Islamic rhetoric and symbols, used 'narratives of
victimhood', and appealed to "the common heritage, history,
sacred scriptures and legal tradition" of Islam to endorse its
actions. To win recruits, ISIS used all of this, and the offer of
adventure, personal meaning and prospect of paradise in the
great cause of radical Islam. All Muslims looked to their tradition
to assess whether particular ideas or institutions were legitimate,

Review: Europe’s Nightmare 20th-Century
to the dark utopianism of Fascism; the First
World War was primarily a clash of empires
with imperial hubris causing all but Britain's to
self-destruct. US historian Konrad Jarausch's
Out of Ashes [Princeton Univ.Press £27.95]
interprets the era as Europe's 'crisis of
modernisation' and techno-progress. He sees
Europe's post-1945 values of social
demilitarisation, welfarism and 'managing the
dynamic of capitalism to maintain political
stability' as superior to US free-range
militarism and capitalism. Despite Europe's
immigration challenge and financial problems,
Jarausch deems its socio-economic model as
far superior to the US alternative and more
conducive to a peaceful world order. Both
these sweepingly comprehensive volumes are
highly commended.

The mass carnage and militarist technobarbarism of 20th-century's two World Wars
marked the lowest point of European
civilisation since the Thirty Years War [161848]. How did it all happen? Can Germany
alone be blamed for this pan-European moral
collapse? Eminent German historian Heinrich
A Winkler of Humboldt University, Berlin, in
his monumental 1000-page Age of
Catastrophe: A History of the West
1914-45 [Yale Univ.Press £35] believes so:
Germany wreaked devastation and genocide
because it "radically broke with the normative
project of the West" – the 1776 and 1789
Revolutions' Enlightenment liberalism. Yet
the latter had but limited impact on much of
Europe; many scholars would argue exalting
Reason over Christian morality led inexorably
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SEPTEMBER PEACE DAYS 2016
The September Peace Days – UN International Peace
Day September 21 and Churches Peacemaking
Sunday September 25 – offer opportunity to bring
peace issues before the public with events by civic bodies,
local NGO’s, churches and other faith groups. UfP urges
members to support – and as possible co-arrange – local events.
UN calls on global civil society “to commemorate and strengthen

the ideals of peace within and among all nations, and
publicise UN action for peace and development.” Such
themes should be focus of local events including special
church services and peace vigils [UfP commends inter-faith
occasions where possible].
Contact Rev. Brian Cooper [Edinburgh address below] for faithsfor-peace resources [send £5.00 to ‘Churches/Inter-Faith/UfP].

First European Peace Summit – Budapest April 2016
I was privileged to be invited as a
keynote speaker at the 1st
European Peace Summit at the
prestigious newly built European
Youth Centre in Budapest,
Hungary, from 4 to 7 April, under
the theme of 'Connecting Minds
– Unleashing Potential'. Well organised by the World Peace
Initiative [WPI], it brought together over 100 delegates from across
Europe, with an encouragingly large presence of youth and students.
Plenary sessions,workshops, exercises, meditation and panel
discussions examined the theme. Some of the workshops explored
the art of hosting in peacebuilding, meditation,inner conflicts
transformation, conscious leadership and digital media, with very
good ones on 'Empathy and Consciousness' and 'Development and
Social Change'.
My theme at the opening plenary was 'Inner Peace to Global
Peace'. Drawing on Hindu and Buddhist references, I defined the
former as a "vibrant dynamic state of mind fostering vitality and
energy. When fully present, it enables us to live in harmony with
oneself and one's surroundings, and to engage in actions in society."
I then asked: "So, if there is so much violence, turmoil and chaos
across the world, how can we attain inner and global peace? The
short answer is by love, forgiveness, compassion, tolerance,
reconciliation and ongoing non-violent dialogue – such will lead to

peace. If only 10% of the world's
people work for a non-violent
compassionate society, then a
domino-effect momentum will
build up for it to happen." I also
shared themes from UfP's Europe
for Peace campaign, arousing
much interest and met peace activists from around Europe.
Other key speakers were Jonathan Fritzler of Hawaii [Founder,
EducationEnergy.net], Gareth Presch [World Health Innovation
Summit] and Buddhist authority Ven. J. Paramai Dhanissaro.
Budapest Peace Summit was a truly inspiring event. I learned that
although there is much pessimism around, the energy I encountered
among the students and youth was phenomenal. They are so
passionate to change the world – and will be the leaders of tomorrow.
Shanti and I were also much inspired by discovering Budapest as a
city rich in history and legend, kings, queens, poets and inventors, at
the heart of Central Europe.
My praise to WPI Vice-President Ping Ping Worakate, Summit
Coordinator Karolina Mazetyte, European Coordinator Anna
Oleshkevych, Digital Strategist Anca Iorgulescu, Communication
Manager Alejandra Sevilla and others who helped make the
conference a resounding success.
[Full Text of V. Mehta speech: www.europeforpeace.org.uk]

Vijay Mehta [UfP Chair]

UfP EU Referendum Event

Rebuilding Europe’s Future – UK IN or OUT?
Wednesday 15 JUNE – 6.30-9.00pm
Richard Howitt, MEP • Mark Stephens • Louise Rowntree • Vijay Mehta

SPEAKERS:

ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2016 • HOUSE OF LORDS

Sponsored by Lord Maclennan of Rogart, this event on 'A New Cold War in Europe?'
highlights tensions in Eastern Europe between USA/NATO, EU and Russia and the dangers to peace.
Tuesday 25 October – 6.30-8.30pm
— See UfP website for speakers and full details —
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